IrisVision

IrisVision is a new, innovative product for persons with low vision unlike anything ever seen on the market. This assistive device is worn over your glasses and uses Samsung’s Galaxy smartphone and revolutionary GearVR head set to bring sharp clear color and magnification, up to 14x, for most any situation! The screen displays inside of the headset with strong magnification lenses that makes it look like a large screen TV right in front of your eyes.

The special software designed to help with reading, computer use, seeing faces or watching TV with various modes such as Scene, Bubble view, Line reading, Color, and many more. You can even use voice commands and stream YouTube videos!
IrisVision technology offers several advantages over other low vision wearable technologies on the market. The virtual image or screen images of all other devices on the market appear further from the eyes. IrisVision allows the screen to be much closer to the eyes, taking advantage of what is known as relative distance magnification. Thus, for low vision persons, the images are more satisfying to view and appear larger with greater detail with more vibrant color.

IrisVision uses strong optical lenses inside the headset which also makes the screen larger from top to bottom and side to side like viewing a big screen television up close with little distortion. This combination of optical and video magnification is a new breakthrough in the low vision market and creates a huge advantage.

IrisVision displays a 70 degree field of view at the starting or home position. For example, being ten feet away from items in your living room, you will see more than nine feet across, 30% more than all other systems on the market. Even more dramatic, comparing other systems on the market at the highest levels of magnification IrisVision displays a six times greater field of view.

The Chicago Lighthouse Retail Store
1-800-919-3375
www.chicagolighthouse.org
$2,950.00 + 2.25% Medical Tax + $35 Shipping & Handling